p r e s e n t s

projects featuring

Collingwood Community Centre, GENTM 150 Front Glazed suite.

Singled glazed window and door systems enter the 21st Century.

GEN™:

GENTM is Australia’s new generation of single glazed architectural framing systems.
GEN embodies the same DNA as EDGE’s U-MAX and MAX double-glazed systems. It has
the same WatershedTM rainwater evacuation system with concealed transom drainage. The same
captivated glazing beads which can’t unseat over time. The same high performance Santoprene coextruded gaskets, and all the other EDGE product benefits.
TM

TM

The design of GENTM incorporates a larger glazing pocket than most other single glazed systems; it
accepts glass from 6mm to 13.52mm. This allows for the potential of greater thermal and acoustic
performance, whilst still maintaing the efficiency of a single glazed system.
A strong framing system in it’s own right, we’ve designed GENTM to connect seamlessly with MAXTM
and U-MAXTM products. This extends project options, and allows for incorporation into building areas
which require differing performance values.
Ideal for internal glazing or apartment developments, the GENTM framing suite brings single glazed
systems into the future.

The Jam Factory
GEN™ 150 Front Glazed suite
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GENTM 100 Centre Glazed
GENTM 100 Front Glazed
GENTM 150 Centre Glazed
GENTM 150 Front Glazed
GENTM Awning & Casement Sashes
GENTM Inner (Jockey) Sash
GENTM Acoustic Framing
GENTM 76x35 Centre Glazed
GENTM 100 Base Front Capped
GENTM 150 Base Front Capped
GENTM 45 Glazed Commercial Door
GENTM 45 Beaded Commercial Door

Collingwood Community Centre
GEN™ 150 Front Glazed and MAXTM 150 Front Glazed suites
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The Clarence Reardon Centre,
Collins
& Queen
Apartments
Springvale
Botanical
Cemetery

Where elegance and efficiency interact
Designed by Rothe Lowman architects for BPM property developers, Collins
and Queen apartments is all about contrast.

Architect:
Rothe Lowman

Built in the heart of Essendon, the building was made to captialize on the
current enthusiasm for city-edge living. Featuring 116 apartments, 6 retail
tenancies, 2 carpark levels and a communal courtyard, the project seeks to
help evolve the Essendon area.

Builder:
LU Simon

The building’s aesthetic appearance is one of its main focal points. Striving
for the perfect balance of urban and sophisticated, the exterior is a carefully
sculpted creation of glass, steel and aluminium. The layering of windows
and voids in the facade helps create a visual texture, bringing the building
out from the surrounding areas.

Fabricator:
Pacfic Shopfitters
EDGE Systems:
GENTM 100 Centre Glazed &
100 Front Glazed suites

Due to the strong emphasis on visual appeal, GENTM Centre Glazed was selected as the framing product. A premium
single glazed framing system, GENTM gives Collins & Queen a distinctive and refined elegance. Long-lasting
durability and good structural performance for our GENTM frames are guaranteed, without losing the efficiencies of
a single glazed system.
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Who is EDGE Architectural?
We are
Problem solvers.
Systems designers.
Status quo questioners.
Customer service fanatics.
Project partners.
Fresh thinkers.
Builders for life.

EDGE Architectural Systems maintains
one of Australia’s most comprehensive
range of shopfront and façade framing
systems. Our stunning range of double
glazed systems, featuring thermal break,
give clients the design freedom they seek
for innovative projects.
As a division of Aluminium Industries
of Australia, our team of professionals
all share a passion for what we do and
a clear understanding that our success
comes from helping our clients succeed.
We are proudly Australian yet operate
with a global perspective.

A brand of Aluminium Industries
Corporate Office
160 Ordish Road, Dandenong South Victoria 3175
Phone: (+61) 3 9798 4433 | Fax: (+61) 3 9798 4499

www.edgearchitectural.com.au
Aluminium Industries of Australia Pty. Ltd. | www.alumind.com.au
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